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Abstract 
We describe a new model for dependency structure analysis. This model learns the relationship 

between two phrasal units called bunsetsus as three categories; 'between',  'dependent' ,  and 'beyond', and 
estimates the dependency likelihood by considering not only the relationship between two bunsetsus but 
also the relationship between the left bunsetsu and a:}l of the bunsetsus to its right. We implemented this 
model based on the maximum entropy model. When using the Kyoto University corpus, the dependency 
accuracy of our model was 88%, which is about 1 % higher than that of the conventional model using 
exactly the same features. 

1 Introduction Dependency structure analysis is one of the basic techniques used in Japanese sentence analysis. The Japanese dependency structure is usually represented by the relationships between phrasal units called 'bunsetsu. ' The analysis is done in two steps. In the first step , a dependency matrix is prepared where each element represents the likelihood of one bunsetsu being dependent on another in a sentence. In the second step , an optimal set of dependencies for the entire sentence is found. In this paper we only discuss the first step , a model for estimating the likelihood of dependency. In our approach , the value for each element in the dependency matrix is estimated as a probability. We previously developed a statistical model that conside..rs only the relationship between two bunsetsus when estimating the dependency likelihood [ l]. We call this model the old model in this work. Here we describe a model that considers not only the relationship between two bunsetsus,  but also the relationship between the left bunsetsu and all of the bunsetsus to its right in a sentence. The probability of whole sentence dependencies is cakulated as the product of all the dependency probabil ities in a sentence. By searching for the dependencies that maximize the probability, we can identify the optimal dependencies in a sentence. The dependencies in a sentence are identified by analyzing it from right to left[2J. 
2 Dependency Model Using Posterior Context Given a tokenization of a test corpus , the problem of dependency structure analysis in Japanese can be reduced to the problem of assigning one of two tags to each relationship between two bunsetsus. A relationship can be tagged with a ' l ' or a '0 ' to indicate whether or not there is a dependency between the bunsetsus , respectively. Assigning these tags is the usual way to describe a dependency relationship (3, 4, 1]. However, there are two other possibilities when there is not a dependency between two bunsetsus. One is the case where an anterior bunsetsu depends on one between it and the posterior bunsetsu. The other case is where an anterior bunsetsu depends on a bunsetsu beyond the posterior one. We believe there is a big difference between the two cases. We developed a dependency model to identify this difference. A dependency relationship between two bunsetsus is tagged with a 'O, ' ' 1 , ' or '2 ' to indicate the three cases , respectively. The anterior bunsetsu can depend on (1) a bunsetsu between the two ,  (2) the posterior bunsetsu , or (3) a bunsetsu beyond the posterior one. Our new model uses these three categories while the old model uses only two. The dependency probability of two bunsetsus is estimated by using the product of the probabilities of the relationship between the left bunsetsu and those to its right in a sentence. 
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We show how to estimate dependency probability with this model using the example in Fig. 1 .  
Figure. 1 shows a simulated calculation of the dependency probabilities of a bunsetsu that has five 
bunsetsus to its right and is represented by the left most circle. The probabilities of the relationship 
between this bunsetsu and each modifiee candidate are shown in the table in Fig. 1 .  The dependencies 
of the five bunsetsus on the right are assumed to have been identified. Each dependency is represented 
by an arrow with a dotted line. In this example, bunsetsu 3 and 4 cannot be modified by the 
current bunsetsu because we assume that "dependencies do not cross." For example, the dependency 
probability between the current bunsetsu and bunsetsu 5 is calculated as shown in the bottom example 
in Fig. 1 .  It has a normalized probability of 52.2%. 

3 Experimental Result 
We implemented our model based on the maximum entropy model. We used in our experiments the 
same features as in Ref. (1] . Those features ·were basically some attributes of a bunsetsu itself or those 
between bunsetsus. We used the Kyoto University text corpus (Version 2) [5] , a tagged corpus of the 
Mainichi newspaper. For training we used 7,958 sentences from newspaper articles appearing from 
January 1st to January 8th in 1995, and for testing we used 1,246 sentences from articles appearing on 
January 9th. We assumed that the input sentences were morphologically analyzed and their bunsetsus 
were identified correctly. 

The results of our experiment are shown in Table 1. The dependency accuracy means the percentage 
of correct dependencies out of the total analyzed. The sentence accuracy means the percentage of 
sentences in which all the dependendes were analyzed correctly. The first and the second lines in 
Table 1 compare the accuracy of our new model and the old model. The bottom line in Table 1 shows 
the accuracy when we assumed that every bunsetsu depended on the next one. The dependency 
accuracy of the new model was about 1 % better than that of the old model and there was a 3% 
improvement in sentence accuracy. Our Investigation of the relationships between sentence length 
(number of bunsetsus) and dependency accuracy, and between the amount of training data (number 
of sentences) and the accuracy of the model found that the accuracy of the new model was almost 
always better than that of the old one for any sentence length. A�d we found that the accuracy of 
the new model was about 1 % higher than that of the old model for any size of training data used. 
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Figure 1 :  Simulated calculation of dependency 
probability. 
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